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Response to Stakeholder and NMED Comments on the "Packagin~JSpecific Drum Age Criteria for New Approved Waste Containers"

A revised Drum Age Criteria (DAG) Permit Modification Request (PMR) was submitted
to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) on January 7, 2004. The
following responses address comments received from the NMED on the May 13, 2003
PMR that NMED denied on September 11, 2003 and stakeholder comments provided to
DOE on the January 7, 2004 PMR. This submittal includes the following:
•

Responses to comments from the NMED in a memo to the Permittees dated
November 19, 2003 (identified as Section 1.0).

•

Responses to comments from the NMED in the Final Determination Letter to the
Permittees dated September 11, 2003 (identified as Section 2.0).

•

Responses to Environmental Evaluation Group comments on the January 7,
2004 submittal (identified as Section 3.0).

•

Responses to Stakeholder comments on the January 7, 2004 submittal made at
the public information meetings (identified as Section 4.0)

1.0 Response to Comments Provided by the NMED on November 19, 2003

"In the September 11, 2003 Final Determination Letter from NMED to CBFO, NMED
identified six factors that contributed to the denial of the PMR for Packaging-Specific
Drum Age Criteria for New Approved Waste Containers. Of these factors, the following
concern has not been addressed in communications between CBFO and NMED:
Item 2, Element 4
Because the permit modification does not clearly specify that compacted waste will
consist solely of crushed 55 gallon drums from the AMWTP, it would be feasible to
include other compacted items in 55 gallon drums. In fact, there are no restrictions on
what kinds of containers can be compacted and no clear definition of what constitutes
compaction. Because several factors impacting drum age such as identifying the
quantities of liner materials, or the extent to which inner layers would be compacted
would not be defined for other types of compaction and other types of compacted
containers. If DOE's intent is to use only packaging configuration 7 for the
containerization of compacted 55 gallon waste containers, then the permit should
clearly indicate that restriction. The PMR should also indicate that any compacted
waste must have all inner layers of confinement breached during the compaction
process to ensure that the compacted drum will serve as a steady state VOC source."
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Response:
CBFO agrees with this comment. Packaging Configuration Group 8 has been added to
the PMR for 85- and 100-gallon drums that cannot be shown to meet the requirements
of Packaging Configuration Group 7 (i.e., cannot be shown to have zero layers of
confinement). BS-gallon and 100-gallon drums that do not fall within Packaging
Configuration Group 7 must be assigned to Packaging Configuration Group 8.
Supercompacted waste will not contain layers of confinement. The following
requirement has been added to the PMR (HWFP Attachment 81, Section 81-1a(3)
General Requirements); "for supercompacted waste the absence of layers of
confinement must be documented in the WWIS if Packaging Configuration Group 7 is
used."
Additional detail is provided in the responses to NMED's September 11, 2003
comments (Issue 2, Bullet 3).
Comment 5.12
"The Permittees indicated in footnote e of Tables B1-9 and B1-10 that the equilibrium
time and DAC time could be simultaneous in the event the DAC time was short.
However, the temperature requirements for DAC and equilibrium are different. The
Permittees have not provided any clarification about how the current equilibrium and
DAG requirements would be met using the proposed scenario. Specifically, the
Permittees did not demonstrate that the equilibrium requirements for headspace gas
(HSG) sampling would be met using the DAC storage temperature requirement."
Response:
The purpose of the new footnote was simply to indicate that the equilibrium time (72 hr
at or above 18° C) required by the existing permit exceeds the DAG of 2 days and that
the most restrictive condition (i.e., equilibrium time) must be met. The footnote was
added to inform generators that the more restrictive requirement governs compliance.
Therefore, in response to this comment footnote "e" on Tables 81-9 and 81-10 has
been revised to clearly state: ''The equilibrium requirement for headspace gas sampling
shall also be met." This refers to the equilibrium time and temperature requirements.
Comment 7.11
"The Permittees assigned VDRUM parameters to essentially simulate a filter in an inner
lid. This approach is acceptable; however, the Permittees did not provide calculations
to verify that the input parameters used in calculating the DAC for scenario 7 were
equivalent to the documented inner lid filter diffusivity."
Response:
The report, Determination of Drum Age Criteria Values for Ten-Drum Overpacks, 85Gallon Drums, and 100-Gallon Drums, Revision 1, has been revised to include a
sample calculation that can be used to verify that input parameters used in calculating
the DAG for Packaging Configuration Group 7 are equivalent to the documented inner
lid filter diffusivity.
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Comment 7 .23
The Permittees indicated that the TOOP drum age criteria could be conservatively se1t at
the SWB drum age because of the nature of bulk packaging as well as the greater
combined filter diffusivity of the TOOP. However, it is not clear if the increased
diffusivity capacity serves to decrease or increase the OAC. The Permittees should
provide additional justification and calculations as necessary to justify their assignment
of the SWB OAC to the TOOP.
Response:
Increased filter diffusivity serves to decrease the DAG. This is evident in the DAG
Tables. Tables 81-9 and 81-10 show that DAG values decrease with increasing filter
diffusivity.
The justification for the assignment of the SWB DAG to the TOOP is provided in the
Attachment C report, Table A-1. Table A-1 shows the DAG values calculated by
VDRUM for the TOOP configurations as 13 and 40 days. Instead of creating a separate
DAG table for TOOP configurations, the PMR requires sites to use the SWB DAG
values of 15 and 56 days, respectively, which are conservative for the TOOP
configurations.
Comment 9.10
"The Permittees indicated that plastic layer around waste would not constitute a inner
layer of confinement. However, the definition appeared to be ambiguous in terms of
what constitutes wrapped plastic. Theoretically, waste could be tightly wrapped to thei
extent that it would approximate a layer of confinement. The Permittees should provide
clarifying language to ensure that the definition of layers of confinement includes
wrapping techniques that restrict VOC permeation to the same or greater extent than
normal layers of confinement."
Response:
The confinement layer definition is consistent with other WIPP program requirements
documents. The DOE Response to Public Comment 13 (submitted to the NMED on July
28, 2003), clarified that Packaging Configuration Group 7 does not allow any layers ol
confinement. Additional information pertaining to the packaging configuration expecttJd
for 1DO-gallon drums generated by the AMWTP is included in the responses to NMED's
September 11, 2003 comments (Issue 2, Bullet 3).
Comment 10.2
"The Permittees are proposing some drum age criteria for compacted wastes in which
the 90% equilibrium criteria in the permit are not met. The Permittees are asserting that
the nonequilibrium measurement of VOCs is conservative because all instances the
concentration will reach a peak after a short time and eventually decrease in
concentration until 90% steady-state equilibrium is reached. The Permittees must
justify why this assumption is appropriate."
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Response:
As stated in the HWFP the DAG value is to ensure that the container contents have
reached 90% of the steady-state concentration within each layer of confinement. ThE~
DAG value for a given packaging configuration is calculated by assuming that the drum
is newly packaged and that the VOCs must accumulate at least 90% of the steady-state
concentrations. All other packaging scenarios are bound by this assumption. Because
of the manner in which headspace gas sampling and analysis are used in the HWFP,
overestimating VOC concentration is conservative and therefore, using the establishE}d
DAG to measure VOC concentrations that may be higher than 90% steady-state
concentrations will result in a conservative determination of headspace gas sampling
results.

2.0 Response to Comments in the NMED Letter Dated September 11, 2003,
Attachment 2, Item 1
Issue 1
"The Permittees' assignment of the 55-gallon drum DAG value to 85 and 100-gallon
drums for a given packaging configuration is not supported by information provided in
the PMR. The Permittees did not account for the differences in the rigid poly liner
surface area in the 85 and 100-gallon drums in their assumptions. The time necessary
for the rigid poly liner within a container to reach equilibrium is a significant portion of
the time needed to reach steady state equilibrium in a waste container. The Permittees
did not indicate whether the rigid poly liner surface area is fixed or scalable based upon
the container size. However, the Permittees' discussion of the irrelevance of void
volume scalability implies that the rigid poly liner volume or surface area is not fixed,
and hence should be considered in DAG calculations. The Permittees should instead
prepare separate DAC tables for 55-gallon drums, 85-gallon drums, and 100-gallon
drums."
Response:
The CBFO agrees with this comment. A default DAG value for 85-gallon and 1DO-gallon
drums has been determined and added to the PMR within Tables 81-9 and 81-10 as
Packaging Configuration Group 8. Footnote "a" of Table 81-8 has been changed to
specify Packaging Configuration Group 8 as the default for 85-gallon and 1DO-gallon
drums.
The DAG values for Packaging Configuration Groups 7 and 8 are based on "no rigid
liner'' present. For Packaging Configuration Groups 7 and 8, rigid liners are not allowed.

Issue 2
"NMED believes that there [are] several technical issues with respect to DAGs for
compacted waste that still need to be addressed to ensure that the proposed DAG
approach and values within the PMR with respect to compacted waste are adequate.
These issues are:
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•

Bullet 1
The assumption made by the Permittees that all compacted drums in a larger
container would have the same source concentration (and hence the same rigid
poly liner equilibrium concentration) is not fully supported by information provided
by the Permittees. A more conservative and more realistic assumption is that
the headspace gas (HSG) concentrations within more than one compacted drum
will not be similar. The Permittees' assumption that all compacted drums would
have the same HSG and poly liner equilibrium concentrations resulted in a drum
age equivalent to only the time required for the volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) to mix within the void space, of the larger container, and to reach
equilibrium with either the inner or outer drum filter (depending upon whether an
inner drum lid was used). However, the Permittees' calculations did not account
for the additional time needed for the exposed poly liners in the compacted
drums to reach equilibrium with each other once they are placed in the larger
container. For modeling purposes, the Permittees should assume that only one
of the compacted drums has the maximum input source concentration (1000
ppmv) specified in the VDRM model and that the remaining compacted drums do
not have an appreciable HSG concentration for any of the VOCs. This would
create a modeling situation analogous to one in which the rigid poly liners of the
compacted drums {with no appreciable HSG concentration} would be the
functional equivalent of a zero concentration rigid poly liner in the larger
container. Note that this also requires information on the likely rigid poly liner
surface area in a compacted drum."

Response:
The assumption in the model that all supercompacted drums in the larger container
would have a constant source concentration is considered by CBFO to be conservative
for the following reason: When multiple supercompacted drums are placed into a single
1DO-gallon drum, the potential exists for one supercompacted rigid drum liner to be
saturated with VOCs while the others are not (e.g., 55-gallon drums containing wast€,
with little or no VOCs). It is assumed that supercompaction of the waste reduces the
resistance to diffusion across the 55-gallon drum and drum liner, resulting in a
significant decrease in the VOC concentration surrounding the breached liner. Under
this scenario, the VOC concentration in the 1OD-gallon drum is determined by the voe
concentration surrounding the supercompacted 55-gallon drum saturated liner. In this
scenario, the saturated liner will desorb VOCs and the unsaturated liners will adsorb
VOCs with the net result being that the 1DO-gallon drum concentration will remain nearly
the same or may decrease. The DAG value is calculated as the time for the initial
distribution to occur. Any sampling after this time will meet or exceed the 90% steadystate value. Therefore, the presence of the crushed 55-gallon drum liners will not
negatively impact the calculated DAG for the 1DO-gallon drum. See also the response
to the next comment (Issue 2, Bullet 2).
•

Bullet 2
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"The Permittees did not fully support the adequacy of the VDRUM model to
calculate appropriate DAe values for wastes with multiple voe sources or
sources that do not have constant voe concentrations, as would be encountered
in the compacted drum wastes. The Permittees calculated drum ages in the
PMR for 85 and 100 gallon drums under packaging scenario 7 that are based
upon the assumption that all compacted wastes placed into a larger container are
already at equilibrium and that each compacted drum is considered to be a single
and constant 1000 ppmv voe source. The Permittees then used the HSG
concentration of 1000 ppmv from the compacted drums as the input into the
computer code VDRUM for the "initial source concentration." The VDRUM
software was then used to calculate the time the drums must wait prior to
headspace gas sampling. However, NMED questions whether this simplifying
assumption is appropriate because the assumption of equivalent voe HSG
concentrations within each compacted drum is not well supported, and therefoire
these compacted drums and their exposed poly liners would not be in equilibrium
with each other when placed together in a container. The Permittees did not
adequately account for the likelihood that poly liners with higher equilibrium
concentrations would act as additional and non-constant voe sources until a
new equilibrium concentration is reached within all the compacted drum poly
liners. Based upon the stated working assumptions of the VDRUM model, it is
unclear if the VDRUM model can adequately support scenarios where there are
multiple voe sources with different and non-constant voe concentrations. DOE
should consider these issues, and determine whether the VDRUM software is
adequate for determining DAes when multiple sources or sources with nonconstant concentrations may be present."
Response:
The VDRUM model is able to calculate appropriate DAG values for the new approved
waste containers using conservative assumptions for the following reasons:
,.

In drums that are supercompacted, the absence of an intact rigid drum liner
results in DAG values that are shorter than those for drums with intact rigid lin€'rs.
The intact rigid liner contributes to the determination of a longer DAG because
the opening in the rigid drum liner lid (e.g., minimum hole size of 0.3-inch
diameter) provides resistance to gas diffusion. The accumulation (adsorption) of
VOCs occurs in a rigid polymer drum liner until saturation is reached. In drums
that are supercompacted, the rigid drum liner is breached and distorted such that
the resistance to gas diffusion from the rigid drum liner is significantly decreasE.,d.
Since the VOCs in the drum void space can easily diffuse away from the crushed
liner, the VOC concentration surrounding the drum liner decreases and the drum
liner will desorb VOCs until the drum liner is in equilibrium with the surrounding
gas. VOC desorption from the drum liner only results because the VOC
concentration surrounding it is decreased.

•

When multiple supercompacted drums are placed into a single 1DO-gallon drum,
the potential exists for one supercompacted breached and crushed rigid drum
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liner to be saturated with VOCs while the others are not (e.g., supercompactecl
55-gallon drums containing waste with little or no VOCs). When the 100-gallon
container is closed, the saturated liner will desorb VOCs at a rate equal to or
greater than the other liners will absorb VOCs. The net result is bounded by the
case of a waste 55-gallon drum containing a liner assumed to be saturated
before supercompaction.
In response to the NMED comment regarding a non-constant VOC source, in the
case of supercompacted 55-gallon drums placed in a 1DO-gallon drum the model
uses the supercompacted 55-gallon drums with no internal confinement layers
and no intact rigid liners as VOC sources to calculate the maximum headspace
gas concentration in the 1OD-gallon drum. The DAG is then defined as the value
that is 90% of this concentration. Since the supercompacted 55-gallon drum
sources cannot increase with time, the concentration at the DAG or beyond is
always representative of the final headspace gas concentration. With a constant
source, lower equilibrium values are not achievable. With a non-constant source,
the equilibrium concentration could be less than that established initially,
however this would occur after the DAG value. Therefore sampling on or after
reaching a DAG value based on a constant source will result in a representative
value for the headspace gas concentration.

•

Bullet 3
The Permittees did not provide adequate information to support their assumption
that compacted drums would approximate a constant voe source in the VDRUM
model. The Permittees assume that a compacted drum acts as a voe source
without any layers of internal confinement that would mitigate or otherwise affect
the release of voes, presumably because the Permittees assume all layers of
confinement within the drum were breached during the compaction process.
However, the Permittees did not provide sufficient information regarding the
compaction process to ensure that all layers of confinement would in fact be
breached and, consequently, that the DAC can be calculated assuming no layors
of confinement. The Permittees must provide more information regarding the
extent to which layers of confinement will be breached during the compaction
process."

Response:
The assumption that the VOC source is constant is conservative. The basis for this
assumption is described in the two previous responses. No confinement layers are
allowed in 85- or 1DO-gallon drums assigned to Packaging Configuration Group 7. A
new Packaging Configuration Group 8 has been added to the PMR to provide a default
packaging configuration for 85- and 1DO-gallon drums for which data does not
demonstrate compliance with Packaging Configuration Group 7 (i.e., zero confinement
layers cannot be documented). Because the model assumes that there are no internal
layers of confinement for Packaging Configuration Group 7 generators will be required
to provide documentation in the WWIS in order to use the DAG values in this
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modification. The following provides information on the supercompaction process that
demonstrates that the assumption of no confinement layers is reasonable.
Supercompaction is a waste treatment process that has been designed to reduce the
volume of the waste prior to shipment by removing void space. Layers of confinement
in 55-gallon drums that are supercompacted are breached by bursting or tearing during
supercompaction because the void volume within them must escape under the force of
the supercompactor.
Supercompacted drums of transuranic waste at the Advanced Mixed Waste Treatment
Pro,iect are derived from the following two sources of debris (Summary Category S5000) waste:
Retrievably stored boxes. The contents of the boxes (typically 4'x 4' x 7') are emptied
onto a sorting table and any prohibited items and very large incompressible items are
removed; the remaining waste is repackaged into new 55-gallon drums without rigid
liners. The drums are then assayed and sent to the supercompactor.
Retrievably stored 55-qallon drums. The drums are examined by radiography in
accordance with WIPP WAP requirements.
Each drum is punctured prior to supercompaction as a safety precaution. The 55-gallon
drums described above are placed into a die, approximately 25-inches in diameter, and
9,000 pounds per-square-inch of pressure is applied. The resulting 4-million pounds of
force compresses the drum into a dense puck and eliminates void volumes and thereby
any and all layers of confinement. The final height of the puck is determined by the
amount, density, and compressive strength of the waste in the drum. For example: Soft
compressible material such as paper, cloth, or plastic yield a puck only a few inches
thick. Because supercompaction is designed to remove void volume from the drum, the
air in the void volume is squeezed out. Closed inner bags would burst when flattened.
Hard less-compressible material such as metal, wood, or glass may yield a puck that is
10- to 12- inches thick. Once again, the air in the void space would be forced out of the
container by rupturing the bags. In addition, any layers of confinement around the
incompressible object are torn by the hard dense material as the drum is compressed'.
The attached photographs of sectioned supercompacted drums provide evidence that
there are no items in the compacted waste acting as layers of confinement.
Incompressible wastes such as Homogenous Solids (Summary Category S-3000) and
Soils/Gravels (Summary Category S-4000) are not supercompacted.
For both retrievably stored boxes and retrievably stored drums, the required
radiography and/or visual examination is accomplished prior to supercompaction (as
required by Attachment B, Section B-3d of the current permit) and the required
headspace gas samples are taken from the 100 gallon drum after it is closed.

it

Bullet 4
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"It appears as though separate DAe values might be warranted for drums
containing compacted drums and for containers that do not have compacted
drums. For example, based upon the information provided in the PMR, scenairio
7 is the preferred packaging configuration for containers containing compacted
55-gallon drums. Packaging configuration 3 is referred to as the default
packaging configuration for compacted waste drums in the event that packaging
configuration 7 cannot be confirmed. However, the appropriateness of using
packaging configuration 3 for compacted drums has not been adequately
justified. The DAe for compacted drum waste under packaging configuration ~3
would likely be longer than that for uncompacted drums because the additional
rigid poly liner surface area from the zero concentration rigid poly liners from
compacted drums must be factored into the DAe calculation. Based on this
concern, the Permittees should evaluate whether separate DAe tables for
compacted container wastes are required."
Response:
CBFO agrees with this comment. The use of Packaging Configuration Group 3 default
DAG values will not be used for 85-gallon and 1DO-gallon drums. A separate value has
been calculated for these containers. See the response to Issue 1 Bullet 1 concerning
the default Packaging Configuration Group.
•

Bullet 5
In the event that the Permittees cannot adequately describe or characterize thE3
behavior of voes from compacted drums, the Permittees should perform
experimental tests on compacted drums with known concentrations to confirm
assumptions that the compacted drum will act as a steady voe source. The
Permittees specifically must be able to demonstrate whether the compacted
drum will behave like a steady source with no layers of confinement, or whetheir
the compacted drum will instead not exhibit steady source behavior because of
impingement of the actual waste sources in compacted materials or because of
other physical manifestations of the compaction process.

Response:
Experimental testing is not required because the model is based on bounding value
assumptions. The VDRUM model calculates applicable DAG values by assuming a
constant source in a newly packaged waste drum in which the VOCs must accumulate
up to its steady-state concentration. All other packaging scenarios are bounded by this
DAG value. This is conservative as discussed previously (Issue 2, Bullet 2).
3.0 Response to Comments from the Environmental Evaluation Group

The following are responses to comments discussed with the EEG on March 11, 2004
and provided by hardcopy by the EEG to the eBFO on March 12th . Note that these
responses do not address the background information in Attachment A, Evaluation of
the DAe Mathematical Model, of the EEG comments. The background information in
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Attachment A is the same as that provided by the EEG to the NMED in 2002 in
reference to the DAC Class 3 PMR.

Comment 1:
One of the key parameters in calculating the DAC is the volume of liner material. The
EEG conceptual model indicated that the VDRUM model may be sensitive to the
volume of plastic liner material in the waste container. How is this accounted for in th1e
100-gallon drum DAC scenario with several supercompacted drums inside?
Response:
The polymer liner mass is important in the VDRUM model only when there is significant
resistance to the diffusion of VOCs. In the case of supercompacted drums the polymer
liner and other confinement layers are breached and therefore inconsequential. No
additional technical calculations, modeling, or mathematical analysis is required since
DAG values calculated and presented in the Waste Analysis Plan (WAP) for various
packaging configurations illustrate the impact of the polymer liner on the DAG (see
discussion below).
The interaction between all model parameters (VOC properties, mass of polymer liner,
bag thickness, opening in liner lid, etc.) is accurately represented in the VDRUM model
with the simultaneous solution of the multiple equations that describe all VOC transport
mechanisms (permeation, diffusion, solubilization) in a waste container. The impact of
parameter variability (i.e., mass of polymer liner) on previously calculated DAG values
using VDRUM can be seen in the WAP (Tables 81-9 and 81-10) where DAG values are
tabulated for different waste packaging configurations.
In Packaging Configuration 3 (with two liner bags and four inner bags) the DAG
decreases dramatically when there is no liner present in the drum. However in
Packaging Configuration 2 (with two liner bags, two inner bags), the magnitude of the
decrease in the DAG for the case of no polymer liner present is approximately 50-80%
of the decrease for Packaging Configuration 3. This is explained in terms of decreased
resistance in the packaging configuration. As the resistance decreases, the DAG and
the absolute change in the DAG decrease.
Maintaining a large mass of polymer liner does not ensure that the DAG value will
remain high. In Packaging Configurations 1, 2, and 3, with a drum filter vent with a
specific hydrogen diffusivity, the DAG values decrease as the resistance across a drum
liner decreases (as reflected by the increasing liner lid opening diameter). In these
cases, the DAG value decreases significantly although there is effectively no decreas19
in the mass of the polymer liner. As nearly all the resistance to VOC permeation and
diffusion is removed, the DAG decreases significantly even with the presence of a
significant quantity of polymer liner material. In Packaging Configuration 1 when the
polymer liner is present but with no lid, the resulting DAG is 85 to 97% of its maximum
values. This packaging configuration is similar to that in the 1DO-gallon waste containing
supercompacted 55-gallon waste drums which have no layers of confinement.
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Supercompacted drums with polymer liners have all diffusion resistance eliminated by
the supercompaction process. As a result, VOC diffusion in the system occurs more
quickly. Because of the elimination of all effective resistance to VOC transport across
the supercompacted 55-gallon drum and the effective minimization of the importance of
the mass of polymer liner present (as reflected in Packaging Configuration 1 in Table
5.6-6 in the TRAMPAC), subsequent diffusion across the inner and outer filter vents in
the 100-gallon drum define the DAG values. The filter vents determine the time
necessary to achieve steady-state conditions in the void volume between the two drum
lids. In this configuration, the diffusion process across the filter vents is the rate limiting
step, not voe solubilization in the liner.
It should be noted that the PMR introduces additional conservatism with regard to the,
actual DAG value. This is particularly significant for short DAG values such as two
days. This conservatism arises because the Permittees now require that the DAG value
and the drum thermal equilibration period of 72 hours be sequential and not
simultaneous as proposed in the May 13, 2003 DAG PMR. This additional period further
minimizes the impacts of the total mass of polymer material that is in the container.
Comment 2:
Why are some diffusivity values assigned a number while others are assigned a zero
value (estimated versus experimental values). We would suggest that the VDRUM
model be used to see if the DAC value varies when the diffusivity value is at zero
(estimated value)
Response:
Comment noted and addressed. The case of t7000074 was remodeled again using all
estimated diffusivity values. The results yielded the same DAG value.
Comment 3:
The Permittees should technically address the question of VOC stratification due to
vapor density differences inside large waste containers. Specifically, the Permittees
should determine whether stratification would affect the DAC time necessary to collect a
representative sample.
Response:
One purpose of headspace gas sampling and analysis is to determine the type and
concentration of VOCs in the container that may emit through container filters and
become airborne compounds of concern in the repository. VOC concentrations in thH
headspace gases of TRU waste containers are relatively low based on data on
disposed containers and the results reported in Appendix 013 of the permit application.
Because of this, the vapor density of air with low VOC concentration and the vapor
density of clean air are not significantly different. Because of this, the tendency to
separate into discrete layers is impeded by three factors:
1. Low interfacial tension that inhibits the formation of interfaces
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2. Similar densities that prevent separation by stratification induced by gravity and
centrifugal fields
3. Low viscosities that promote fluidity and the penetration of one fluid element into
another.
Materials that fulfill the above requirements mix almost spontaneously (e.g. gas
mixing).
ThE~ density differences between air and air containing VOCs in containers are
negligible and there is no basis to expect stratification of gas phases that contain VOCs.
Mixing is natural and is irreversible without the use of a mechanical process to reverse
the mixing process. Since no such process is present in the waste drums, there is no
basis to expect compound stratification in the waste or packaging container.
Stratification discussed in the comment may be of concern when undiluted vapors
originate from spilled chemicals (such as Acetone settling to the floor of a laboratory).
However, in the case of TRU waste containers the vapors of concern are dilute.

4.0 Response to Stakeholder Comments at the Public Meetings:
February 17, 2004: Carlsbad, NM
Comment 1: What is the difference/advantage to using 85 gallon drums and TOOPs?
Response: Larger payloads will allow generator sites to package wastes without
cutting, which will reduce worker exposure to radiation.
Comment 2: Have you considered renaming the TOOP?
Response: No, this name is commonly used in numerous documents.
Comment 3: What is the Volume of the TOOP? In gallons?
Response: The Volume is approximately 160 ff or approximately 1200 gallons.

February 19, 2004, Early Session: Santa Fe, NM
Comment 1: PMR references response to comments on the previous submittal. What
is the date of that document? Can I get a draft copy? - Could help comments on this
submittal.
Response: The document is still in review and finalization. The document will be
finalized prior to close of public comments. Recommend contacting CBFO to request a
copy.
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Comment 2: PMR states that comments on the previous submittal have been
addressed in this submittal; however, some appear to have been excluded.
Response: Comments requiring changes to the PMR have been incorporated into the
PMR. Other comments and questions are being addressed in the response to
comments.
Comment 3: The model was run at a temperature of 25 °C, while the permit requires
containers at 18 °C for two days. Why was the temperature for the model not change·d
to 18 °C?
Response: The model is insensitive to temperatures in this range. The model
temperature of 25 °C is consistent with the current DAG values and NRG requirements.
Comment 4: You did not mention the pedigree of the new containers. Are they Type
A?
Response: All containers are DOT Type A or equivalent. These containers were added
to the permit previously.

February 19, 2004, Late Session: Santa Fe, NM
Comment 1: Why is it important to know the VOCs in the HSG?
Response: The permit requires knowledge for worker and public safety and too meet
the repository emission standards. In addition, they are used to confirm acceptable
knowledge.
Comment 2: Where in the container are HSG samples taken? Will the VOCs stratify in
the drum?
Response: Samples are taken near the lid. The gas dispersion models indicate that no
stratification occurs.
Comment 3: Evolution of VOCs is temperature dependant. Is there a requirement for a
temperature?
Response: The permit requires the container to be maintained at 18°G or higher for 72
hours prior to sampling. The DAG values are based on 25 °C; however, the VOC
concentration is not sensitive over this range of temperatures.
Comment 4: If air is present in the HSG, is there a way to ensure mixing?
Response: Stratification has not been observed over the height of a drum.
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COMPACTED DRUM ON TOP OF TYPICAL WASTE CONTAINER

LEFT PORTION OF COMPACTED DRUM

RIGHT PORTION OF COMPACTED DRUM

CENTER PORTION OF COMPACTED DRUM

